
 

 

The Art & Science of Coaching 
Teaching Tactical Concepts & Incorporating Purposeful Stoppages. 

 
Whenever the opportunity arises, observe the variety of training methods applied in youth training sessions from 
around the world. Then ask yourself, how do these methods compare to the sessions many of our youth 
experience in Canada? While youngsters in dedicated Footballing nations are being taught sound fundamental 
technical and tactical concepts that gradually increase in complexity, we often see Canadian footballers playing 
Duck-Duck-Goose and standing in line waiting for their turn to shoot at goal. Ironically, we wonder why thousands 
of youth players leave the sport by the time they are 15, why our National Team fails to qualify for the World Cup, 
and why we aren’t producing more Christine Sinclair’s and Alphonso Davies’.  
 
One of the replies we received in last fall’s feedback questionnaire, felt the level of tactical demand was too high in 
the 9-11 group and questioned the use of stoppages during the sessions. With coaching certification programs, 
coaching methods, and the Tactical/Technical teachings continuing to improve, questions like this open discussion 
on how Art and Science (Coaching) plays a role when teaching the modern game.  
 
Although the ART and Science of coaching may be defined differently, for the sake of this article the following 
definitions will be used: 

• Art – The method(s) by which a Coach engages players/athletes to reach a specific level of output during 
a session, a phase, and/or a season. This includes changes in voice level & intonation, adapting body 
language, depth of explanation, individual/group communication, demand, session complexity, feedback 
type, timing & type of stoppage/coaching point, etc. 

• Science – The method(s) used to test, track, and record player/athlete output for the purposes of 
supporting physical, physiological, motor and cognitive development. This includes periodizing 
development cycles throughout the year, recording and tracking performance outputs, screening for 
movement deficiencies, tracking health and wellness, and conducting video review, etc. 

 
Both the Art and the Science are blended in varying amounts to ultimately drive players/athletes to reach their 
potential. Having said that, the level the Soccer for Life participant and the High-Performance participant are trying 
to reach, require different levels of demand, engagement, and percentages of each component. For example, a 
Soccer for Life participant may need a much higher percentage of Art than they do Science. For the High-
Performance player, the percentage of science integrated into the development plan rises significantly. 
 
Getting back to the original premise of this article, we’ll revisit the tactical concepts used with the 9-11 group. Yes, 
I agree that for some of the players the tactical concepts may have been challenging. However, I ask back why we 
continually want to oversimplify the game because we’re afraid to introduce challenging tactical concepts? Should 
we not put more faith into our young people, challenge them to become students of the game, and encourage 
them to think about the game at a deeper level? If an individual struggles with a concept, is it not our responsibility 
to provide supplementary educational opportunities? 
 
The focus in one of our small-sided 9v9 outdoor sessions centred on how to outnumber the opposition in Midfield, 
secure possession once the ball was won and introduce attacking movements by players off the ball. During the 
session, one of the backfield players was encouraged to conduct an ‘overlap’. A player on the sidelines 
subsequently asked whether the player on the field knew what an overlap was? It was a good question, and the 
honest answer is that maybe they did and maybe they didn’t. But by providing encouragement from the sidelines 
and triggering them to conduct an overlap at that moment, they will either attempt it or ask for clarification. 
Regardless, a teachable moment is created. Replying to the young player, I asked if at the start of the Outdoor 
season they knew what a ‘pocket’ was? They admitted to not knowing then, but they had learned how to 
recognize the appropriate cues and how to time their run when entering the space.   
 



 

 
 

Now we will provide some clarification on how we incorporate stoppages into our sessions, as it is an important 
component of our development model. Essentially, there are three different methods we utilize when providing 
feedback (different from the type of feedback) during a session. These methods are as follows: 

1. Stop/Reset Method - High intensity and low volume. This method is used in a session where a specific 
concept must be clearly understood by all players. For example, this method might be used during a 
training session where we are preparing for a match against a specific opponent. For example, when 
reviewing game tape, we recognize something they do on set pieces. We would use this method to train 
how we will counteract them defensively.  

2. Work/Rest Method - This method utilizes specific work/rest periods that are aligned with the overall 
training and development plan. Regardless of whether mistakes are made during the work period, 
instruction is not provided until the rest period. Athletes are left to figure out solutions to problems. Rest 
periods may be shortened or extended based on intensity/load and the specificity of information. 

3. Run-of-play Method – This method is used to ensure a specific amount of performance is achieved during 
the training session. I use this method most often during a ‘Peak’ day, where we must hit a specific 
amount of physical output in our overall plan. If we do not meet the set output, our training plan will 
consequently need to be revised. Therefore, during these sessions the coach may be required to drive the 
players/athletes to reach specific levels of performance. This is conducted by using a variety of methods 
that modify Intensity during individual session phases. 

 
Over time we will continue to educate and provide background on our training methods. There is a reason behind 
everything we do and encourage all our members to keep the conversation going.  
 
Until next time, 
 
Terrol Russell 
 
For more information or to join in on the discussion, please contact me at: pgysadirector@gmail.com 
 


